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TITO’S YUGOSLAVIA
I was born and raised in the city of Belgrade. From the 1950’s till the beginning of
1990’s it was the capital city of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. From
the 1950’s until the 1980’s Yugoslavia experienced a financial and thus
architectural boom. The president Josip Broz Tito financed construction of WWII
Memorials to demonstrate the strength of the socialist republic throughout the
Balkans. These giant memorials, along with most of the architecture of Belgrade
from that time, were built in brutalist style. Brutalism signified power, progress and a
forward moving country.

However, when I was born a new war had already begun and my playground was
not typical. I played collecting shards of broken glass and running around neglected
and decaying concrete buildings, once symbols of the future. They were
abandoned because of war and poverty. Sharp lines, tall wide glass windows,
naked concrete, and repeated modular elements represent pieces of these
structures that together form the concrete castles of my imagination.
I moved to the US for school and decided to leave everything behind. I left my
friends and my culture, but I cannot forget the brutalist towers. Today I create
buildings that belong to a fictional city. They are not big in scale but they pull you in
and by doing so they become monumental.

I look to my past, my peoples’ past and try to create an object that memorializes
what is still in decay.

“WOLF-RATS”
In her piece Balkan Baroque from 1997 Venice Biennial, Marina Abramovic “is
dressed in a white doctor's topcoat and acts as a scientist-zoologist who tells the
story of the creation of the Wolf-Rats in the Balkans, animals that, when placed
under unbearable conditions (one would say, like humans in war), begin to destroy
each other.”1
I was born during that war. At the very beginning of January. My mother says it was
the coldest winter since she could remember. There was no heat, no food in the
markets, and no dippers. That was a war where a brother turned against a brother.
Today the architectural beauty that was created before the war is my biggest
influence. These Brutalist giants no longer represent power and perfection. Today
they are still decaying under the shadow of war that is long gone but not forgotten.
Growing up and running around the brutalist rubble I felt like I was a Wolf-Rat
fighting for victory and pride.

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
1	
  Balkan Baroque.” The Lovers: The Great Wall Walk (Film Version), 1997, www.lima.nl/site/catalogue/art/marina-abramovic/balkan-baroque/9538#.
	
  

BRUTALISM ISN’T ALL THAT GRAY
The longer I am away from the Balkans I find myself going back to the time when
reality was a dream and dreams were reality; I go back to my childhood. I would
spend cold January nights and days on my mother’s chest. I would listen to stories
about horses prancing through a silver storm or fairies dancing gracefully until it all
became a part of my memory.
When the night became the day I would leave the house and venture out.
Sometimes by my self and sometimes with friends, I would break into abandoned
factories and decaying cement structures. To the ordinary eye, it would seem like
there was nothing there. To a foreigner, these buildings would seem cold and gray.
What humanity adds to the beauty of geometry and scale is what makes me see
Brutalism the way that I do. What makes a building a building isn’t just the materials
that it is made out of. Brutalist buildings of Serbia are surrounded by grass that is a
special shade of green. It is more gray than green and when the sun hits it almost
sparkles. Even though the buildings are cast out of gray concrete they are broken
down by balconies filed with strings of colorful clothes that are always drying in the
wind even during the winter months. The sun hits the windows, the rain makes the
cement darker, and the music from the stacked apartments softens the sharp
edges of Brutalism.

Every sound, every smell and every touch of the city moves something inside of me;
it makes me want to recreate that very privet movement and share the excitement
of it with other people. The smell of rain, the smell of clean sheets and the smell of
food, combined with my mother’s touch are unpredictable, and often overlooked
features of Brutalist Architecture.

WEDDING ATTIRES/PATTERNED GARMENTS
Patterned garments, gold medallions, and vivid colors, all coalesce as a combined
caricature that acquires a new peculiar personality. I look to my past, my peoples’
past and try to create an object that memorializes what is no longer a practiced
custom.
The influence for the creation of these pieces comes from the traditional Serbian
apparel that was worn before the 20th century. My ancestors would layer/stack their
outfit. Much like them, I try to layer and stack the forms and materials of the
sculptures. The More of a special occasion the more layers required. When I make
the figurative pieces I try to use as many of the materials that are the same, or
similar to the original materials. I use are dyed yarn, glass and plastic beads,
leather, and clay. These sculptures become totems that are destined to be admired
just like a bride is on her wedding day.
The sculptures are pure pleasure combined with absurdity and represent me as
much as they represent my ancestors.

MY YUGOSLAVIA
The Gray is home,
The Pain is Joy.
Rubble provokes a memory,
A memory exposes the fantasy,
The fantasy is a long lost unity,
And unity will never become a reality.
Certainty becomes lost trough memory.
Strength is misconceived pain,
And love is often mistaken for gain.
At the Balkans we are all a part of a
Never ending game!
We all want to be victorious.
Even though, a long time ago
We forgot what we were all fighting for.

IMAGE LIST
1. A Building in my city where I had my chemistry lessons
2. A Building in my neighborhood where I spent a lot of my days playing and
hanging out
3. Second World War Monument
4. Second World War Monument
5. Блок 38 Парламент, stoneware, plastic, cement, high temp. wire
Height8.5’’ X With16’’ X Length21’’
Coil built
6. Belgrade Blue, stoneware, copper wire, leather, high temp. wire,
Height 20’’ X With12’’ X Length19’’
Coil built
7. Belgrade Green, stoneware, copper wire, leather, high temp. wire,
Height 20’’ X With12’’ X Length19’’
Coil built
8. Belgrade Orange, clay, copper wire, high temp. wire, leather,
Height9’’ X With10’’ X Length18’’
Coil built
9. Сингидунум, stoneware, sand, plastic, high temp. wire, Height 10’’ X with 9’’
Coil built
10. Green City, plastic, high temp. wire, leather, Height 10’’ X with 9’’
Coil built
11. Self Portrait, porcelain, stoneware, wood, copper wire, yarn, glass, rubber
Tall5’8’’ Coil built, slip casted
12. Self Portrait detail, stoneware, wood, high temp wire, fabric, yarn, glass,

Tall 5’6’’ Coil built
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